
 

Market Data 

 

Fiscal Year December 31 

Industry Bitcoin 

Market Cap $35.8M 

Price/Earnings (ttm) N/A 

Price/Book (mrq) 41.6x 

Price/Sales (ttm) N/A 

Insider Ownership 63.1% 

Shares Outstanding 155.6M 

Float 57.3M 

Avg. Daily Vol. (3 mos.) 1,627,710 
As of March 20, 2015 

 

Income Snapshot 
 

 

  TTM 

Revenue $0.0M 

Net Loss ($6.8M) 

 
 

Balance Sheet Snapshot 
 

  
MRQ 

 

Cash* $0.6M 

Debt* $0.07M 

*Includes proceeds from January 
financing  

 

Company Website 
http://www.bitcoinshop.us/ 

March 23, 2015 
Target Price: $0.59 
Recent Price: $0.23 
  
  

  
  

 

   

Bitcoin Shop Inc. 
OTCQB: BTCS 
 

 

 

Company Overview 
 

BTCS plans to build a universal digital currency platform with the goal of enabling 

users to engage in the digital currency ecosystem through one point of access. BTCS 

currently operates its transaction verification services business, or digital currency 

mining, which entails running specialized servers which solve a set of prescribed 

calculations to add a block of verified information to the blockchain and thereby 

confirm bitcoin transactions, and its public beta site (http://www.btcs.com/) where 

consumers can purchase products using digital currency such as bitcoin, litecoin and 

dogecoin, by searching through a selection of over 250,000 items. BTCS provide its 

customers competitive pricing options from 256 retailers through its "Intelligent 

Shopping Engine." All ecommerce customer orders are fulfilled by third-party 

vendors. BTCS plans to use its ecommerce platform as a customer on-ramp for a 

broader digital currency platform. BTCS has been actively partnering with strategic 

digital currency companies who have technologies, services, or products that are 

complementary to its business strategy by making investments in them and 

integrating with them. 
 

Value Proposition 
 

Given BTCS’s strong long-term potential and universal ecosystem business model, we are 

opting to value BTCS at a 10% premium to Vogogo, giving a valuation of a $92.3 million 

market cap. This derives a target price of $0.59, representing current upside of 157%. 
 

Investment Highlights  
 

 BTCS is attempting to create a universal digital currency platform with one point 

of access; majority of digital currency competitors focus on one product inside the 

ecosystem 
 

 Revenue currently generated through transaction verification services business, or 

digital currency mining 
 

 Declining bitcoin prices and increased cost of transaction verification services 

driving companies out of the transaction verification services business; leads to 

opportunity for BTCS 
 

 BTCS owns two bitcoin ATMs; plan to grow this business in conjunction with its 

partner Coin Outlet (BTCS is the lead investor in Coin Outlet) 
 

 BTCS’s beta ecommerce business offers an “Intelligent Shopping Engine” to find 

consumers competitive prices on products from over 250 retailers 
 

 Wallet solution necessary for bitcoin adoption; security breaches have hindered 

adoption to date 
 

 Various strategic investments provides the Company with multiple shots on goal 

 

 Management has taken actions that align its interests with shareholders and show 

confidence in the future of BTCS 
 

http://www.bitcoinshop.us/
http://www.btcs.com/


Investment Highlights  
 

BTCS is attempting to create a universal digital currency platform with one point of access; majority of digital currency 

competitors focus on one product inside the ecosystem. BTCS’s business strategy, in a nutshell, is to create its own digital 

currency platform which allows consumers to access bitcoin through one point of access, as opposed to the vast majority of current 

bitcoin technology, which are single solution providers. Allowing an individual to access the bitcoin ecosystem through one access 

point would help make bitcoin more widely adopted, particularly among individuals that are less technologically savvy.  

 

BTCS has developed a series of strategic partnerships and investments to develop this ecosystem: 

 

Wallet: Syndicate investor in Gem, which is developing a secure, cloud wallet storage technology 

ATM: Lead investor in the seed round in Coin Outlet, a digital currency ATM manufacturer 

Financial services: Lead investor in the bridge round in Expresscoin, a digital currency exchange with multiple payment options 

Payment processor: Lead investor in the Series A financing for GoCoin, a leading international digital currency payment platform 

 

BTCS has also made its own investments in transaction verification services and ecommerce. Transaction verification services and 

ecommerce both represent near-term revenue streams for BTCS, and the Company’s ecommerce platform represents a potential 

onramp for the rest of BTCS’s proposed ecosystem. If fully built out, the ecosystem could serve as something akin to a bank, with the 

ability to easily obtain digital currency, either online or through ATMs, and providing security through a secure wallet storage 

technology. 

 

Revenue currently generated through transaction verification services business, or digital currency mining. BTCS is currently 

generating revenue through its transaction verification services business. The Company recently obtained an 83,000 square foot 

facility in which to expand its transaction verification operations. BTCS also purchased additional servers from Spondoolies Tech 

Ltd., which has brought its total hash rate to 891 TH/s. The hash rate is the measuring unit of the processing power of the bitcoin 

network, and 1 TH is equivalent to 1,000,000,000,000 hashes per second. With minimal improvements, the Company’s new facility 

is expected to be able to house up to 40,000 TH/s of transaction verification hardware. BTCS believes that its current capabilities 

give it the ability to earn at least 350 bitcoins in 1Q15, or $77,000 at today’s bitcoin to dollar exchange rate. BTCS plans to expand 

its capacity beyond 10,000 TH/s and 10 megawatts, indicating that revenue from its transaction verification services business should 

increase significantly in the coming months.  

 

Declining bitcoin prices and increased cost of transaction verification services driving companies out of the transaction 

verification services business; leads to opportunity for BTCS. As the below graph from BTCS (and using data from 

CoinDesk.com) shows, bitcoin prices have been declining over time while the difficulty of mining bitcoins have been increasing at a 

rapid rate.  

 

 



 

This combination of declining bitcoin prices and increasing bitcoin difficulty have driven many miners out of the market. The 

network hash rate doubled every 1.87 month in 2014, eventually leading to miners being driven out of the market due to excessive 

costs. This has left only a few major players in the marketplace, including Spondoolies-Tech (who BTCS is working with), BitFury, 

KnCMiner AB, and Bitmain. Given that many miners have left the market, specialized services have become available at competitive 

prices, and difficulty is beginning to stagnate. At the end of the chart, you can see the difficulty of mining bitcoins beginning to 

stagnate, and on December 3, 2014, coindesk.com reported that mining difficulty declined for the first time in two years, dropping 

0.62%.  

 

BTCS owns two bitcoin ATMs; plan to grow this business in conjunction with its partner Coin Outlet (BTCS is the lead 

investor in Coin Outlet). BTCS currently owns two BitXatms, which it plans to deploy and have operated by its partner Coin Outlet. 

BTCS is the lead investor in Coin Outlet and has the option to own up to 11.4% of Coin Outlet at a $6 million dollar valuation. Coin 

Outlet currently has 10 digital currency ATMs (9 in the U.S., 1 in Europe) in service and plans to expand to over 150 ATMs in 2015, 

which are to be located in high profile locations.  

 

In our view, the value of an ATM network will become clearer over time, as the actual network of Bitcoin ATMs increases. If 

Bitcoin ATMs become a more common occurrence throughout the world, it could encourage more people to use bitcoin or other 

digital currencies, making the entire bitcoin network/ecosystem more valuable. 

 

BTCS’s beta ecommerce business offers an “Intelligent Shopping Engine” to find consumers competitive prices on products 

from over 250 retailers. BTCS is in the process of redeveloping and unveiling its ecommerce site, which is currently in beta. The 

Company’s site, http://shop.btcs.com, currently has over 250,000 products (looking to eventually expand into millions of products). 

The two most key features of this site are its acceptance of multiple different digital currencies and its “Intelligent Shopping Engine,” 

which compares prices among 250 different retailers.  

 

The online retail market is highly competitive, but the marketplace is enormous. Forrester Research projects the U.S. online retail 

market at $279 billion in 2015. Ecommerce represented 6% of total U.S. retail sales in 2012, which indicates how much more 

potential growth is available in ecommerce not just in the U.S., but throughout the world. 

 

We believe that the greatest value for BTCS lies in its ability to use its ecommerce site to introduce people to making transactions 

with bitcoin. For example, using bitcoin through its ecommerce site could lead to users than making deposits/withdrawals through 

bitcoin ATMs, thus making everything more valuable as a whole. BTCS will also begin accepting traditional payments through 

credit/debit cards soon, with the goal of eventually transitioning regular monetary users over to digital currencies.  

 

Wallet solution necessary for bitcoin adoption; security breaches have hindered adoption to date. BTCS has partnered with 

Gem to make its own white-label wallet solution. Gem estimates that 9% of bitcoins have been stolen or lost. There have been 

multiple high-profile hacks, including Mt. Gox, which lost approximately $460 million worth of bitcoins. This has underscored the 

need for users of digital currencies to have a safe place for storage, without fear of becoming hacked. BTCS’s storage solution is built 

on top of Gem’s technology, using multi-signature technology, combining three keys, two of which need to be activated to access the 

wallet. On top of this, the Company’s solution offers 2-factor authentication for additional security. BTCS holds one key, ensuring 

the user is always in control of the funds, and then there are two other keys (a primary key and an offline backup key). There are also 

two layers of 2-factor authentication on top of this, providing additional security. Multi-signature technology has become 

increasingly more prevalent: 0.02% of bitcoins were secured with multi-signature technology in January 2014; by the end of 2014, 

this had risen to over 5% of bitcoins. 

 

The volume of Bitcoin wallets has been growing rapidly, with approximately 12 million bitcoin wallets forecasted by 2015, 

according to the “State of Bitcoin 2015” report that was recently released by CoinDesk.  

 

Various strategic investments provides the Company with multiple shots on goal.  While BTCS builds its ecosystem through its 

own internal staff, we believe there is additional value in the early investment rounds in other firms that it has participated in. Below 

are the ownership stakes that BTCS has accumulated: 

http://shop.btcs.com/


 

GoCoin - a checkout solution (payment processor) designed to accommodate digital currencies. BTCS invested $150,000 as the lead 

investor in March 2014. 

 

Gem – a platform that provides simple and secure management of digital currency wallets using multi-signature technology. BTCS 

invested $50,000 in May 2014. 

 

ExpressCoin – a financial technology platform focused on helping people get access to digital currency. BTCS invested $150,000 in 

July 2014. 

 

Coin Outlet – manufactures Bitcoin Kiosks (ATMs) with two-way transaction via a recycler and secure fulfillment services with 

bank grade security. BTCS invested $50,000 in October 2014, $100,000 in January 2015, and the Company has an option to invest 

another $100,000 by December 31, 2015. BTCS also received the option to exchange 3.5 million BTCS shares for 75,448 shares 

from Eric Grill, Coin Outlet’s founder. These investments give BTCS the ability to own up to 11.4% of Coin Outlet’s equity. 

 

If any one of these companies begins to grow rapidly, BTCS’s equity stake will grow along with it, potentially providing substantial 

value to investors. We also note that the financings that BTCS participated in for Gem, ExpressCoin, and Coin Outlet were seed 

financing rounds. While these are the earliest and typically most risky financings, the potential exists to achieve a significant return 

on a relatively small amount of investment. 

 

Management has taken actions that align its interests with shareholders and show confidence in the future of BTCS. 

Management has taken a number of actions recently that, in our view, demonstrate their confidence in BTCS. On October 14, 2014, 

BTCS announced that certain officers, directors, and large shareholders agreed to lockup 71,254,575 shares of common stock until 

February 5, 2017. This represents approximately 45.8% of currently outstanding shares. On October 22, 2014, management 

redeemed 12.75 million shares. On November 10, 2014, management announced that all of management’s 6.2 million outstanding 

options were cancelled and were replaced by performance based options. In 2015, an aggregate 3.75 million options vest if 2015 

EBITDA is at least $500,000 and EBITDA per share is at least $0.003. Additionally, 850,000 options will vest upon the completion 

of milestones completed by 12/31/2015. In 2016, 5.35 million options vest if 2016 EBITDA is at least $3 million and EBITDA per 

share is at least $0.014. 1 million options will vest if the Company is listed on the NASDAQ or NYSE by 12/31/2016. 1 million 

options will vest if 2016 revenue for Bitcoinshop.us LLC is at least $1 million. On January 21, 2015, BTCS announced that 

management led a financing for $498,000. Management and family of management comprised 66% of total funding. 

 

These actions indicate that management is prepared to build BTCS over the long-term, and is committed to building a profitable 

enterprise in the fast growing bitcoin space. 

 

Management led financing of $498,000 should provide capital to expand business. Management recently closed a $498,000 

financing ($433,000 in equity, and $65,000 in a convertible promissory note bearing annual interest at 2%). $100,000 of this capital 

was invested into bitcoin ATM provider Coin Outlet. 

 

We believe the Company will use the remaining capital to invest in other company business lines. In particular, investments in the 

Company’s transaction verification services business can offer cash flow and short payback periods that can ultimately give BTCS 

more capital to use.       

 

Venture capital investment in bitcoin related businesses increasing rapidly. Investment in bitcoin businesses from early stage 

venture capital investors has been growing rapidly. According to CoinDesk, 2014 investment in bitcoin was $335 million, a 342% 

increase over 2013 investments of $96 million. 4Q14 was the largest quarter of bitcoin investing to date, coming in at $130 million, 

and represented a 103% increase on the $64 million raised in 3Q14.  

 

Comparisons have been made between bitcoin and early Internet investing. Internet startup investing totaled $250 million in 1995, 

and ended up being the precursor to many large and valuable companies in the years to come. Bitcoin investing exceeded this total in 



2014, and 83% of respondents of CoinDesk’s Bitcoin Thought Leader annual survey expected bitcoin investments in 2015 to exceed 

2014’s totals. 

 

The largest VC investments to date are in the table below: 

 

 
 

We note that the largest investments have gone toward universal solutions, mining, and wallets, three areas that BTCS is involved in. 

 

Larger merchants beginning to accept Bitcoin, although overall adoption is still somewhat limited. According to Capital IQ and 

provided by BTCS, some large companies are now beginning to accept bitcoin, including Microsoft, Dell, and DISH. The top 10 list 

of companies, ranked by revenue, is listed in the table below: 

 

 
 

Larger companies such as Microsoft, Dell, and DISH accepting bitcoin underscores the rising trend of bitcoin being accepted in 

mainstream commerce. At the same time, however, the number of merchants accepting bitcoin and other digital currencies only 

represents a tiny portion of enterprises. We believe that this provides an opportunity for BTCS’s e-commerce platform, as there is 

still a significant amount of vendors that do not accept digital currencies, leaving consumers with a relatively small amount of places 

to use digital currencies. 

 

Bitcoin prices declined throughout 2014; however, enthusiasm in bitcoin and digital currency based businesses is at an all-

time high.   As the chart below indicates, Bitcoin prices have declined significantly from 2014 onwards: 

 

Company Type Round Size Cumulative Funding Date of Round

21 Inc. Transaction Verification $116.0 million $121.05 million 3/10/2015

KnCMiner Transaction Verification $15.0 million $29.0 million 2/3/2015

Coinbase Universal $75.0 million $106.0 milion 1/20/2015

Blockstream Infrastructure $21.0 million $21.0 million 11/17/2014

Bitnet Payment Processor $14.5 million $14.5 million 10/20/2014

BitFury Transaction Verification $20.0 million $40.0 million 10/9/2014

Blockchain Wallet $30.5 million $30.5 million 10/7/2014

Xapo Wallet $20.0 million $40.0 million 7/8/2014

BitPay Payment Processor $30.0 million $32.51 million 5/13/2014

Circle Internet Financial Universal $17.0 million $26.0 million 3/26/2014



 
 

However, bitcoin investment is at an all-time high, underscoring the long-term potential of the technology. The declining price of 

bitcoin also allowed BTCS to enter into the bitcoin transaction verification services industry at a favorable entry point. We believe 

that bitcoin price volatility has little impact on investments and growth of bitcoin-related businesses. 

 

Blockchain technologies are being developed; early indications are that blockchain technologies can lower fees associated 

with financial transactions while completing payments instantaneously. The blockchain is a public ledger of all bitcoin 

transactions that have ever been executed. They are entered in chronological order and can never be deleted, giving the blockchain 

robust potential with regards to record keeping. Recently, a growing consensus has been emerging of the potential disruptiveness of 

the blockchain with regards to direct consumer-to-consumer payment transactions. This has the potential to either eliminate or greatly 

reduce fee transactions along with accelerating transaction completion. Initially, this development is projected to reduce the roles of 

companies such as Visa, Mastercard, and banks that act as financial intermediaries. This technology is expected to benefit merchants, 

as payment is received faster and fees are lowered or eliminated. We believe that if the technology is developed effectively, winners 

will be companies within the bitcoin ecosystem (wallets, payment processors, digital currency accepting stores), along with other 

companies such as PayPal and other digital payment solutions.    

 

Many bitcoin developers have begun using blockchain technologies to create projects that are mostly unassociated with digital 

currencies. The backbone of this is the blockchain’s decentralized nature, which gives the potential for huge and secure networks 

without a single point of failure. This gives the possibility of the blockchain eventually being used to replace any number of 

centralized networks where improvements can be made. While much of the blockchain’s potential is very exciting, technologies built 

around it are in very early stages, and any monetization from these technologies is likely at least a few years away. 

 

Bitcoin APIs continue to improve; will increase acceleration of digital currency and blockchain technology development and 

adoption. As various Bitcoin APIs continue to be further developed and improved upon, it will make it easier for companies to make 

and improve upon digital currency and blockchain technologies. Additionally, it should speed adoption by other businesses as they 

find bitcoin technologies easier to integrate into their own operations and applications. 

 

Valuation 
 
Due to the early stage of bitcoin, valuations are still very difficult to determine, in particular due to a lack of revenue and data on the 

number of users using a particular company’s services and the fact that a large amount of bitcoin services are still in development 

stages. However, a number of trends have been emerging, with higher valuations being afforded to companies that offer a 

multifaceted bitcoin solution (trending toward a universal ecosystem) and companies that seek to bring bitcoin to the masses through 

either making digital currencies easier to use and understand or by building new technologies off of the blockchain. Coinbase Inc., 
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recently raised $75 million at a valuation that has been reported at being approximately $400 million. Coinbase is best known for its 

bitcoin wallet and payment processing capabilities for merchants, and Coinbase has also recently added a U.S. based bitcoin 

exchange.  

 

It is clear that VC firms are trending toward more universal platforms as being more valuable and having more potential than single-

source solution providers. One of the issues that is still being worked on today is attempting to gain mass adoption of bitcoin. This 

will likely require a solution that makes it easy for people to use bitcoin while providing confidence in the security, protecting their 

digital currency from theft. 

 

BTCS is in the early stages of developing this type of multi-faceted product. Its current solution proposes to combine easy-to-use and 

understand digital currency usage sources, like bitcoin ATMs and a digital currency e-commerce platform, while providing security 

with a multi-sig wallet. This solution, if built fully, we believe has the potential to command at least a multi-hundred million dollar 

valuation, particularly if digital currency adoption accelerates and industry valuations continue to increase. Even if this vision is not 

fully achieved, developing one or a few parts of its business, or if one of the strategic partners BTCS has invested in begins to show 

strong increases in valuation, could still result in a business that is valued multiple times larger than its current market cap today.  

 

Given BTCS’s strong long-term potential and universal ecosystem business model, we are opting to value BTCS at a 10% premium 

to Vogogo, giving a valuation of a $92.3 million market cap. This derives a target price of $0.59, representing current upside of 

157%. 

 

  
 

There is also further potential for development in different blockchain applications. Stealth Startup 21 Inc. just raised $116 million in 

VC funding, and while business details are scarce, the funding appears to be used for transaction verification services and to develop 

consumer products that integrate with the blockchain. New development in this area could grow bitcoin industry valuations 

significantly and provide a host of new potential products that can be developed. 

 

Risks 
 
BTCS will likely need to raise additional capital to fund its business expansion. The funding will likely be through an equity 

raise, which would dilute BTCS shareholders. However, business expansion could more than offset the negative impact from 

dilution. 

 

BTCS is highly reliant on strategic partners to help expand its business. Much of BTCS’s success will be predicated on the 

development of its strategic partners, which include GoCoin, Gem, ExpressCoin, and Coin Outlet. 

 

The Company is currently generating net losses, and there is no guarantee that BTCS will ever generate a profit. We expect 

losses to continue for the foreseeable future, as the Company develops its universal ecosystem. However, we believe that BTCS’s 

transaction verification services business and e-commerce site will reduce cash burn. 

 

The bitcoin space is rapidly evolving, and the Company may not be able to keep up with technological changes. As digital 

currency and blockchain technologies are further developed, BTCS will need to stay on top of technological advancements. 

Company Ticker Type Valuation/Market Cap

Vogogo Inc. TSXV: VGO Financial Services $83.9 million

Digital CC Ltd. ASX: DCC Transaction Verification ASD$20.3 million

Bitpay Payment Processor $160 million

Coinbase Universal $400 million

VGO and DCC data as of March 20, 2015 from ThomsonReuters

Bitpay valuation from Wall Street Journal article on 5/13/2014

Coinbase estimated valuation from Re/Code article on 11/14/2014



 
 



 

Additional Information 
 

Auditor: Marcum LLP 

Transfer Agent: Equity Stock Transfer LLC 

 

Company Website 

Company Information 

 
About RedChip 

RedChip Companies, an Inc. 5000 company, is an international small-cap research, investor relations, and media company headquartered in Orlando, Florida; 

with affiliate offices in San Francisco, Seoul, Hong Kong and Singapore. RedChip delivers concrete, measurable results for its clients through its extensive global 

network of small-cap institutional and retail investors. RedChip has developed the most comprehensive platform of products and services for small-cap 

companies, including: RedChip Research(TM), Traditional Investor Relations, Digital Investor Relations, Institutional and Retail Conferences, "The RedChip 

Money Report"(TM) television show, Shareholder Intelligence, Social Media and Blogging Services, and Webcasts.  RedChip is not a FINRA member or 

registered broker/dealer. 

 

The information contained herein is not intended to be used as the basis for investment decisions and should not be construed as advice intended to meet the 

particular investment needs of any investor. The information contained herein is not a representation or warranty and is not an offer or solicitation of an offer to 

buy or sell any security. To the fullest extent of the law, RedChip Companies, Inc., our specialists, advisors, and partners will not be liable to any person or entity 

for the quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability or timeliness of the information provided, or for any direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special or punitive 

damages that may arise out of the use of information provided to any person or entity (including but not limited to lost profits, loss of opportunities, trading losses 

and damages that may result from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information). Investors are expected to take full responsibility for any and all of their 

investment decisions based on their own independent research and evaluation of their own investment goals, risk tolerance, and financial condition. Investors are 

further cautioned that small-cap and microcap stocks have additional risks that may result in trading at a discount to their peers. Liquidity risk, caused by small 

trading floats and very low trading volume can lead to large spreads and high volatility in stock price. Small-cap and microcap stocks may also have significant 

company-specific risks that contribute to lower valuations. Investors need to be aware of the higher probability of financial default and higher degree of financial 

distress inherent in the small-cap and microcap segments of the market. The information, opinions, data, quantitative and qualitative statements contained herein 

have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but have not been independently verified and are not guaranteed as to accuracy, nor does it purport to 

be a complete analysis of every material fact regarding the company, industry, or security. The information, opinions, or recommendations are solely for advisory 

and informational purposes and are only valid as of the date appearing on the report and are subject to change without notice. Statements that are not historical 

facts are “forward-looking statements” that involve risks and uncertainties. “Forward looking statements" as defined under Section 27A of the Securities Act of 

1933, Section 21B of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the Private Securities Litigation Act of 1995 include words such as “opportunities,” “trends,” 

“potential,” “estimates,” “may,” “will,” “could,” “should,” “anticipates,” “expects” or comparable terminology or by discussions of strategy. These forward looking 

statements are subject to a number of known and unknown risks and uncertainties outside of the company's or our control that could cause actual operations or 

results to differ materially from those anticipated. Factors that could affect performance include, but are not limited to those factors that are discussed in each 

profiled company's most recent reports or registration statements filed with the SEC. Investors should consider these factors in evaluating the forward looking 

statements contained herein and not place undue reliance upon such statements. Investors are encouraged to read investment information available at the 

websites of the SEC at http://www.sec.gov and FINRA at http://www.finra.org Bitcoin Shop, Inc. (BTCS) is a client of RedChip Companies, Inc. BTCS agreed to 

pay RedChip Companies, Inc. a monthly cash fee for six (6) months of RedChip investor awareness services. Investor awareness services and programs are 

designed to help small-cap companies communicate their investment characteristics. RedChip investor awareness services include the preparation of a research 

profile(s), multimedia marketing, and other awareness services. 

 

Additional information about the subject security or RedChip Companies Inc. is available upon request. To learn more about RedChip’s products and services, 

visit http://www.redchip.com/visibility/productsandservices.asp, call 1-800-RedChip (733-2447), or email info@redchip.com. 

 

Company Contact Info: 

Bitcoin Shop, Inc. 

1901 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite #1105 

Arlington, VA 22209 

Phone: +1 (202) 430 6576 

www.bitcoinshop.us/index 

ir@btcs.com 

 

Investor Contact Info: 

RedChip Companies, Inc. 

1017 Maitland Center Commons Blvd. 

Maitland, FL 32751 

(407) 644-4256 

www.redchip.com 
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http://www.redchip.com/company/home/BTCS
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